
 
 
To become a Brand Ambassador, you will either need to have or set up a Facebook or an Instagram 
account, or both which we strongly recommend to have a greater reach and to be more effective.  
 
If you are not already connected to us via Facebook or Instagram, we will add you either as friend or as a 
follower.  
 
From our daily posts, you can go ahead and directly share those posts on your social platforms (Facebook - 
Instagram).  
 
You will have to insert to each post your personal code so that your followers, friends, audience, can apply 
that code at checkout to benefit from $25.00 OFF + Free Shipping. This will also allow us to add your 10% 
commission to your Regine Chevallier Brand Ambassador account, for the sales that are placed on our 
website through you referrals.  
 
This code will be created just for you, for your own referral as a brand ambassador. For example, the code 
will be your name with your city location. If the code would be from Regine Chevallier, which is located in 
Aventura, the code will be REGINECHEAVENTURA. So your code will be with your name and the city 
that you are located in.  
 
Once the purchases are placed on our website using your referral code, you will receive an email 
notification to advise that a purchase with your code was made. After 14 days of the order being placed and 
kept, you will receive a deposit to your account for 10% of the transaction excluding the discount code and 
the shipping cost (if any) that they would have paid for their purchase. 
 
As a Brand Ambassador, after each five sales that are placed and kept from your referrals, you will also get 
to choose from our website a complimentary outfit of your choice (a dress, a jumpsuit, a top, a bottom; or 
any accessory; hat, or set of cuffs) of a value of $120.00, so that you too can take your own pictures 
showcasing your Regine Chevallier outfits with your personal brand ambassador code.  
 
Payments will be made to you via Zelle - Direct Deposit - Venmo - Bank Transfer (whichever payment 
method of these options that you would choose). The 14 day period is our return and exchange policy time 
frame. Once this window time passes the payment for your order referral will be made to your account. 
With your authorization we will be sharing your successful entrepreneurial skills on our social media 
platforms and website in support of your success. 
 
At Régine Chevallier our language is one of equality, love, empowerment, compassion, distinction and the 
celebration of poise beauty and uncompromising elegance!  
 
We reserve ourselves the right to terminate your team membership at anytime should your posts not be a 
reflection of what the Régine Chevallier brand stands for, by being discriminatory in any way or too 
revealing. 
 
Full name______________________________________________Gender__________________________ 

Address_______________________________________________________________________________ 

Phone number_______________________ Date Of Birth MM/DY/YEAR__________________________ 

Occupation___________________________________________________Status____________________ 

Preferred Payment Method Information _____________________________________________________ 

I hereby agree to these Brand Ambassador terms and conditions _____________________ Date: ________ 

 

 


